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Requested Action: WG2 to consider the comments
Comments:
Japan national body received an input on Emoji additions to 10646 from KDDI
Corporation, one of the largest mobile network operators in Japan. Japan
wants WG 2 to consider the comments described in the document and to make
positions on the raised issues.

① Change of a representative glyph
UCS
NAME

1F686

TRAIN

② Changes of character names
UCS
NAME

26AA

26AB

1F0CF

KDDI

F68E

KDDI

KDDI GlyphKDDI COMMENTS
Provided TRAIN character is "front side train" while KDDI's
TRAIN character is "sideways train". Please change TRAIN
character from "front side train" to "sideways train".
Also, please kindly note that KDDI Shift-JIS"F68E" includes
both "TRAIN" and "RAILWAY CAR"(No need to differentiate
TRAIN and RAILWAY CAR) .

KDDI GlyphKDDI COMMENTS

MEDIUM WHITE CIRCLE
F756

KDDI's Shift-JIS "F756" is not defined as "WHITE circle".
Please change the character name to "RED CIRCLE" or
newly create a character name "RED CIRCLE". If above two
proposals are not acceptable, please remove the character
mapping for "MEDIUM WHITE CIRCLE".

MEDIUM BLACK CIRCLE
F757

KDDI's Shift-JIS "F757" is not defined as "BLACK circle".
Please change the character name to "BLUE CIRCLE" or
newly create a character name "BLUE CIRCLE". If above
two proposals are not acceptable, please remove the
character mapping for "MEDIUM BLACK CIRCLE".

PLAYING CARD
BLACK JOKER

KDDI's Shift-JIS "F473" is not defined as "BLACK joker".
Please change the character name to "PLAYING CARD
JOKER" or newly create a character name "PLAYING CARD
JOKER". If above two proposals are not acceptable, please
remove the character mapping for "PLAYING CARD BLACK
JOKER".

③ Changes of source reference
UCS
NAME

F473

KDDI

KDDI GlyphKDDI COMMENTS
KDDI's character "F47D" does not stand for recycling
symbol; thus, please remove this unicode character mapping
for "F47D".

267B

BLACK UNIVERSAL
F47D
RECYCLING SYMBOL

2705

WHITE HEAVY
CHECK MARK

2762

HEAVY
EXCLAMATION MARK F65A
ORNAMENT

KDDI finds it appropriate to map unicode "2757: HEAVY
EXCLAMATION MARK SYMBOL" for KDDI's shiftJIS"F65A". Please change the mapping accordingly.

1F466

BOY

F6D5

KDDI's Shift-JIS"F6D5" means MAN, not BOY. Please
change the unicode mapping from "1F466" to "1F468(MAN)"
for "F6D5".

F6D3

KDDI's Shift-JIS"F6D3" means WOMAN, not GIRL. Please
change the unicode mapping from "1F467" to
"1F469(WOMAN)" for "F6D3".

F77A

KDDI's Shift-JIS "F77A" is not defined as "WHITE heavy
check mark". Please change the unicode character mapping
to "2713: CHECK MARK" for KDDI's "F77A.".

1F467

GIRL

1F50A

SPEAKER WITH
THREE SOUND
WAVES

F6EA

KDDI's Shift-JIS"F6EA" does not show "THREE SOUND
WAVES". KDDI finds it appropriate to have unicode
character mapping "1F508(SPEAKER)" for "F6EA". Please
kindly change it accordingly.

1F68D

ONCOMING BUS

F688

KDDI's Shift-JIS "F688" does not include the meaning of
"ONCOMING"; please change the unicode character
mapping to "1F68C(BUS)" for "F688".

